АННОТАЦИИ СТАТЕЙ И КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ СЛОВА НА АНГЛИЙСКОМ ЯЗЫКЕ

SOCIAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE ACTIVITIES OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

P. 3. Sergacheva O. V., Mar 'in M. I. Legal Awareness of Internal Affairs Officers. The article presents the results of experimental research of legal awareness of internal affairs officers and applicants for an officer’s position. It has been determined that the level of legal awareness is much higher in female officers than in males. It brings us to the conclusion that female officers are more willing to observe legal and social norms.

Key words: legal awareness, social and legal norms, legal nihilism, female officers, male officers, applicants for an officer’s position.

P. 7. Azarenok N. V. Fundamentals of Programming Criminal Procedure. The article touches upon the theoretical fundamentals of programming the criminal procedure. The relevance of the issue stems from the necessity of the optimization of the mental analysis and theorizing it. Based on the analysis made, we put forth a criminal procedure development program composed of the aim, targets and conditions of the procedural actions. From the point of view of psychology, the development program “cements” the criminal proceedings promoting the outcome sought for by the law enforcer.

Key words: criminal procedure development program, target approach, aim, targets and conditions of the procedural actions, plan, project

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

P. 11. Zahegalina S. V. Intuitive Thinking and Predictive Abilities Revealed in the Course of Preparation for Acting Under Special Conditions. In the article the author considers the basic features of the intuitive thinking and predictive abilities of professionals working in special conditions. Physiological mechanisms, the basic characteristics, determinants of development and methods of their diagnostics are also considered. In particular, the correlation between the internal locus of the control and predictive abilities of the person is revealed.

Key words: thinking, predictive abilities, intuitive thinking, “superconsciousness”, forecasting, activities carried out in special conditions, difficult conditions, field independency.

P. 15. Serebrivskaya N. E. The Problems and Tasks of Conflict Resolution Training of Future Administrators of Higher Professional Education System. The article considers the problem of special training for future managers in the system of higher professional education. The author suggests a three-levels model of training for managers. This method allows to determine the task for training competent and skilful managers able to resolve conflict situations in the modern enterprises.

Key words: conflict, conflict resolution training, professional manager, professional occupation, educational practice.

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL ASPECTS OF PERSONAL FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT

P. 18. Grebennikov A. B., Karavayev A. F., Kovalenko V. I., Shilova I. M. Early Vocational Guidance as a Method of Developing the Moral Fundamentals of Personalities of Law Enforcement Officers. The general aspects of improving the vocational guidance system are proposed on the grounds of research of service orientation onto education in the MVD institutions in Russia.

Key words: Russian MVD institutions of higher education, moral grounds of professional choice, vocational guidance, professional self-identification.

P. 21. Sergina S. A. Motivational Management of Students’ Dialogue Culture Development in the Educational Environment of College. The author reveals an actual problem of motivational management of students’ dialogue culture development in the educational environment of college. The article shows the meaning of such notions as “management”, “motivational management of students’ dialogue culture development”. The role of educational environment of college in the process of students’ dialogue culture development is shown. Special attention is paid to the contents aspect of motivational management.

Key words: motivational management, development, dialogue culture, educational environment of college.

P. 24. Semenova E. A. Peculiarities of the Cognitive Components of the Self-Awareness of Extramural Education Students. The paper provides evidence for the relevance of studying the problem of professional identity of students, presents a theoretical analysis of the main approaches to the concepts of “professional identity” “the structure of professional identity”, “of the profession as a cognitive component of professional identity”. The article reveals the features of the cognitive component of professional identity of students attending full-time and part-time forms of learning at the university.

Key words: professional identity, the structure of professional identity, the cognitive component of professional identity.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF TENSION AND CONFLICTOLOGY

P. 28. Gorbach N. A., Lysnyak M. A., Trepashko T. V. Emotional Burnout Syndrome Among the Staff of Higher Education Institutions. Prevalence and intensity of emotional burnout syndrome among the staff of higher education institutions are analyzed in this article. Moreover, approaches to its primary and secondary prophylaxis are tested and phases of psychological support are considered.

Key words: emotional burnout syndrome, staff of higher education institutes, prophylaxis and prevention, psychological support

P. 30. Sobolev N. A., Gilt V. R., Mairnova L. T., Antipin V. B. The Specifics of Aggressive Behaviour of Students Involved and Not Involved in Sports. The subject of the research was the analysis of the peculiarities of the aggression and its development in students who are involved and not involved in sports, from the age of 18 to 22. For the research of the forms of the above-mentioned behaviour we have used the questionnaire and methodical works by Bas – Dark and Assinger. The students from the following schools participated in the experiment: Omsk Law Institute, the Academy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia, Siberian Sports University. The collected data are of interest for sports trainers and teachers of physical education.

Key words: aggression, behaviour, students, sportsmen, persons out of sports practice, years (age), enemies, society.
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL CORRECTION OF STATES

P. 34. Mar’in M. I., Smirnova M. V. Personal Factors of Suicidal Risk Among Internal Affairs Officers. The article contains the results of analyzing personal peculiarities of two different comparison groups of officers. The analysis was conducted in order to determine the factors of suicidal risk. The officers were examined when entering the service. Various factor structures of personal characteristics were determined for each of the groups. The article also reveals the peculiarities of reacting to psycho-traumatic situations and determines the differences in protective psychological mechanisms, peculiarities of emergence and development of psychological desadaptation states.

Key words: officers of internal affairs agencies, psychological desadaptation, states of crises, suicide, personal factors of suicidal risk.

P. 37. Linevich V. L., Kostenko A. L. Suicide Prevention: Social and Medical Psychological rehabilitation of Law Enforcement Officers Participating in Local Combat Operations. The article is devoted to the analysis of social and medical psychological rehabilitation of law enforcement officers participating in local combat operations, as a complex system of suicide prevention.

Key words: autodestructive forms of behaviour, professional longevity, boundary statuses of mentality, PTSF (posttraumatic stressful frustration), and restoration medicine.

P. 40. Kachurova Ye. S. Psychological Measure of Prevening Violent Crimes in Places of Detention. The article considers psychological recommendations in taking preventive measures aimed at minimizing the inter-group tension and developing cooperation between prisoners.

Key words: prevention of violence, anti-social orientation, standards of inter-group behavior, group therapy.

PSYCHOLOGY OF INFRINGING BEHAVIOR

P. 44. Smirnov A. V. Propensity for Addictive Behavior in the Structure of Integral Individuality. The article analyzes deeply psychological components of the propensity for addictive behavior in persons belonging to various groups of abnormal inclination.

Key words: addictive behavior, disorders, addiction, individuality.

P. 50. Saveliev A. I. On the Question of the Notion of Informal Groups in Criminology. The article considers the criminological aspects of the place of personality in society from the point of view of the impact various social groups have on a person. A group is interpreted as microenvironment where value orientations are being developed. An informal group usually emerges outside the formal one based on common goals and interests, and is defined as a small group where the members are psychologically perceived in light of social factors.

Key words: associations, group, attributes, personality, criminality, activity.

FOR INSTRUCTORS OF HIGHER SCHOOL: THEORY, PRACTICE

P. 53. Astaph’yev N. V. Development of Battle Cohesion of a Training Platoon. The article demonstrates high educational and training efficiency of the competitive training method used in teaching basic topography (in the context of the basic professional training in the out-of-town training center of the Academy).

Key words: practical instructions, basic topographical training, training maps, academic issue.

P. 58. Babushkin G. D., Salakhov R. E. The Problem of Reflection in Interaction of Partners and Counteracting of Contenders. Reflection is of great importance in the cooperation of partners and counteracting of contenders. It is the reflection in one’s consciousness of oneself and other people in order to facilitate effective cooperation with partners and resisting contenders. The article reveals a relationship between reflectivity and certain human abilities.

Key words: reflection, interaction, counteraction, behaviour, intuition.

P. 60. Kuznetsov A. F. Raising the Motivation of Cadets for Practical Instructions in Physical Education. The article considers the essence of motivation of activity in a person, analyzes the features of motivation of educational activity on physical training of cadets, and presents practical recommendations on perfection of teaching techniques in physical education at higher schools of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia.

Key words: learning motivation, motive, physical education, cadets of education institutions of MIA of Russia, professional training of internal affairs officers.

P. 63. Aksutina Z. A. Social and Pedagogical Education of Experts in Various Fields. The article considers the social and pedagogical approach to training experts in various fields.

Key words: social and pedagogical education, social institutions, social and pedagogical activities.

PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY: EXPERIENCE, PROBLEMS

P. 68. Poroshina A. A. Psychological Support of Internal Affairs Officers. The article considers the program of psychological adaptation to service of internal affairs officers in their first year of service. The program determines the organization and procedure of the work of the department psychologist.

Key words: adaptation period, effectiveness of service, level of psychogenic factors.

P. 75. Yurinova Yu. V. Experience of Psychological Provision of the Personnel of the Detached Battalion of the Traffic Patrol Department of Omsk Region. The article considers the experience of psychological provision of the personnel of the detached battalion of the Traffic Patrol Department of Omsk Region: individual interviews with the elements of rational and directive psychotherapy, observation of officers in the course of task fulfillment and testing methods.

Key words: individual psychological work, personnel, social and psychological climate, relaxation.